Amir appoints ambassadors to Turkey, Egypt, Cyprus, Libya

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani sent cables of greetings to the President of Turkey, President Recep Tayyip Erdogan and the Prime Minister of Turkey, Binali Yildirim, congratulating them on Turkey’s Independence Day on August 29. The Amir also issued Amiri Decision No. 25 of 2021 appointing Sheikh Mohamed bin Khalifa Al-Thani and Sheikh Khalifa bin Shafi Al-Shafi as Ambassadors Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to the States of Turkey and Cyprus, respectively. The Amir also issued Amiri Decision No. 25 of 2021 appointing Sheikh Mohamed bin Khalifa Al-Thani and Sheikh Khalifa bin Shafi Al-Shafi as Ambassadors Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to the States of Turkey and Cyprus, respectively.

Amir appoints Shura Council electoral laws

The Ministry of Health, Labour and Social Affairs (MHLASA) announced the ratification of the Minister of Administrative Development, Labour and Social Affairs (MADLSA) an implementation of amended recruitment regulations begins.
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Qatar attends 12th edition of ‘Russia-Islamic World’ summit

Lebanese PM-designate meets Qatar’s ambassador

Prime Minister-designate of Lebanon Najib Mikati met yesterday with ambassador of Qatar to Lebanon Mohamed Hassan Jaber al-Jaber at the end of his tenure. They reviewed bilateral relations.

Romanian FM meets Qatar’s envoy

Minister of Foreign Affairs of Romania Bogdan Aurescu meets Qatar’s envoy for the first time since he took up the post, to discuss possibilities of developing bilateral relations, wishing him success in his new missions.

AlKhater meets Indonesia ambassador

HE the Assistant Foreign Minister and Spokesperson for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Lotah Al-Bustani met with ambassador of Indonesia in Qatar Roslan Hadi. During the meeting, they reviewed bilateral relations.

Pest control drive

Al Sheehaniya Municipality’s Chandoshee Section has developed an integrated campaign against flies and mosquitoes through spraying at Jumailiya Park, Al Kheraib Barns Complex and Al Sheehaniya Sports Club.

MoPH: Total recoveries of Covid-19 rise to 223,494

The Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) reported yesterday that 114 new confirmed cases of Covid-19 were recorded in the country, while 93.6% have received their first dose, while 83.3% have received their second dose.

IN THE MATTER OF THE EXEMPTED PARTNERSHIP ACT 1992 OF BERMUDA

IN THE MATTER OF PRICEROWERHOUSECOPPERS (THE “PARTNERSHIP”)

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN pursuant to Section 139(2) of the Exempted Partnership Act 1992 of Bermuda that the Partnership intends to de-register under the laws of Bermuda and continue in the Dutch International Financial Centre as if the Partnership had been incorporated under the laws of the Dutch International Financial Centre, dated 27 June 2021 at the State of Qatar.

For and on behalf of PricerowerhouseCoppers Qatar LLC

The Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) recorded 114 recoveries from the virus during the past 24 hours, bringing the total number of cases recovered in Qatar to 223,494.

Vaccination data

3,752,341 Covid-19 vaccine doses have been administered since the start of the programme. 84.3% of the eligible population has now received at least one dose of the vaccine.

World Health Organization (WHO) criteria for lifting of preventive restrictions begin on July 4, and it is part of a four-stage plan to be implement- ed over the coming months. The date of implementation and the dates each phase is fulfilled depend on the pandemic indicators which depend in a great extent on the degree of compliance of the community members with the cur- rent measures, restrictions and guidelines by the government.

Anyone suffering from Covid-19 symptoms should contact Q Doha helpline immediately. This is important as the earlier the disease is detected the easier it will be to receive the right treatment and re-covery boost. Visit the MoPH website for regular updates and new information.

IN THE MATTER OF PRICEROWERHOUSECOPPERS (THE “PARTNERSHIP”)
Qatar has warned against the danger of allowing the Palestinian territories to remain in a state of limbo, which the country's president, Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani, said would stifle the prospects for peace.

The statement came in a press release issued by the Qatari embassy in Tel Aviv on Saturday, in response to reports that the Palestinian Authority had decided to postpone elections in the occupied territories. The decision comes amid growing frustration in the region over the lack of progress in achieving a two-state solution.

Sheikha Alya, Delegate for Qatari Affairs to the United Nations, said the crisis in the region requires urgent action to address the growing humanitarian needs and to achieve a lasting solution.

Sheikha Alya stressed the importance of respecting the rights of the Palestinian people and of ensuring their participation in the political process.

She added that Qatar remains committed to supporting the Palestinian people and to working towards a peaceful solution to the conflict.

Sheikha Alya also called on the international community to take concrete steps to address the humanitarian crisis in the Palestinian territories and to work towards a comprehensive solution to the conflict.

She concluded by expressing her confidence in the ability of the Palestinian people to achieve a just and sustainable peace.
**Horoscope**

- **CANCER**
- **LEO**
- **SCORPIO**
- **CAPRICORN**

**Super Cryptic Clues**

- **Across**
  1. Screws not replaced in bookshelf (5,4)
  2. Bit of fun with power (5)
  3. Real motel belonging to me (7)
  4. Lions, primarily, warm and dry (6)
  5. Get a Spanish resort (5,3)
  6. Please, we have spare (6)
  7. Careful, father's left inside (6)
  8. Flowers upset in a storm (8)
  9. Lime that stresses anxiety (6)
  10. Pull on new wave (5,5)
  11. A single female? Wrong! (5)
  12. Flowers upset in a storm (8)
  13. Calm father's left inside (6)
  14. Calm father's left inside (6)
  15. Calm father's left inside (6)
  16. Large dress designed anywhere (7,5,3)
  17. Calm father's left inside (6)
  18. Recording time taken by permale (10)

- **Down**
  1. Stop sleeping — we must (7)
  2. Studying in a Berkshire town (9)
  3. Screws not replaced in bookshelf (5,4)
  4. Screws not replaced in bookshelf (5,4)
  5. Screws not replaced in bookshelf (5,4)
  6. Screws not replaced in bookshelf (5,4)
  7. Screws not replaced in bookshelf (5,4)
  8. Screws not replaced in bookshelf (5,4)
  9. Screws not replaced in bookshelf (5,4)
  10. Screws not replaced in bookshelf (5,4)
  11. Screws not replaced in bookshelf (5,4)
  12. Screws not replaced in bookshelf (5,4)
  13. Screws not replaced in bookshelf (5,4)
  14. Screws not replaced in bookshelf (5,4)
  15. Screws not replaced in bookshelf (5,4)
  16. Screws not replaced in bookshelf (5,4)
  17. Screws not replaced in bookshelf (5,4)
  18. Screws not replaced in bookshelf (5,4)

**Sudoku**

- **Solution**

**Codeword**

Every letter of the alphabet is used at least once. Two squares with the same number in have the same letter.

- **Big Nate**

- **Garfield**

- **F Minus**

**Wordsearch**

- **Gulf Times**
Three Filipino community leaders based in Doha, who were nominated by the National OFW Initiative (NNOFI), have attended the recently-held State of the nation address of President Rodrigo Duterte.

Joseph Timothy Rivera, who represented the Association of Filipino Realtors & Entrepreneurs Executives in Qatar (AFREEQ), as well as Mildred Siganput, of the Guards League (Qatar) (GLQ), and Mary Joy Caloclimo, Chairperson of the Chapter, attended the virtual event organized by the United Filipino Global (UFG).

They were joined by 15 other OFW leaders from other parts of the world. Their live screens were flashed on the screen four times during Duterte’s speech as he required to wear Filipiniana (traditional Filipino attire) and used an official Philippine flag (Sona), according to Rivera.

The entire OFW sector was invited, “together, let us rise with him and use an official Philippine flag,” said President Rodrigo Duterte. He also noted that the Sona has been an honour and a significant large audience from the entire Filipinos as a nation.

“Watching the president speak while standing for more than two hours is indeed a true experience,” Rivera added. “Watching the president speak while standing for more than two hours is indeed a true experience.”

The Nissan committee for the ninth national convention was sworn in at the ninth general convention of Qatar held on July 9 at the Nepal embassy. The swearing-in was conducted by the chief guest, Nepal ambassador Dr Narayen Chandra Paudel, who is also serving as the Nepal ambassador to Qatar.

The ninth national general convention of the the National Co-ordination Council (NNICA) president Muktda Musalman, has been elected unopposed. The chairmanship has been elected unopposed.

The chairmanship has also been a new record of two terms. The NRNA committee for the ninth general convention was sworn in at the ninth general convention of Qatar held on July 9 at the Nepal embassy. The swearing-in was conducted by the chief guest, Nepal ambassador Dr Narayen Chandra Paudel, who is also serving as the Nepal ambassador to Qatar.

The entire working committee has been elected unopposed. The chairmanship has been elected unopposed for the tenure. As representatives of all participating organisations established in Qatar, social workers and business representatives were also present on the occasion.

Anish George Matthew proposed a vote of thanks. Indian ambassador Dr Deepak Mittal will formally inaugurate ICCYQ on August 10.
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The Ninth National General Convention of the Non-Resident Nepali Association - National Co-ordination Council (NNICA), was held at the Nepal embassy in Qatar.

The entire working committee of NRNA-NCC, Qatar, has been elected unopposed.

The chairmanship has also been a new record of two terms.

The NRNA committee for the Ninth National General Convention was sworn in at the Ninth General Convention of Qatar held on July 9 at the Nepal embassy. The swearing-in was conducted by the chief guest, Nepal ambassador Dr Narayen Chandra Paudel, who is also serving as the Nepal ambassador to Qatar.
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Military to help enforce Sydney Covid 19 lockdown

Australia's military will help enforce a lockdown in Sydney after the city was posted a record daily rise in Covid-19 cases on Thursday, a day and state authorities said the outbreak was likely to get worse. Australia's biggest city has increased pressure on Prime Minister Scott Morrison, who is now facing growing criticism from his political opponents over coronavirus cases, to bring the outbreak under control. Despite an extended lockdown in Sydney since an outbreak of the highly infectious Delta variant first appeared last week, the government has been under increasing pressure to bring the outbreak under control. Despite an extended lockdown in Sydney since an outbreak of the highly infectious Delta variant first appeared last week, the government has been under increasing pressure to bring the outbreak under control.
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Australia's military will help enforce a lock...
The UK warmer and wetter due to climate change: study

Vaccine passports will coax young to get jabs: UK govt

Australia to return ‘stolen’ art to India

India’s Kerala state orders new Covid-19 lockdown

Hillsborough stadium tragedy claims 97th victim

UK warmer and wetter due to climate change: study

The study – the State of the UK Biodiversity 2022 – said that last year was the third-warmest on record and was the second-warmest on record in the UK’s history. The report noted that “the UK’s climate crisis has worsened” and that “there is a marked increase in severe weather events.”
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after its anniversary celebrations around the same time.

In early August, while Puntland is not expected to hold a vote until 2023, the South-West state is expected to hold a vote soon, while Hirshabelle has not finished the earliest stages of preparation.

Jubaland, a state bordering Kenya that had undertaken the most work on preparation in the past two years, is also unlikely to hold a vote in 2023. But the elections are likely to be part of an overall process of reconciliation and stabilization, and the timing of the elections is likely to be subject to mandatory vaccination policies, which are likely to be carried out, according to the US Embassy in the region and the UN.

Details of the process will be subject to mandatory vaccination policies, which are likely to be carried out, according to the US Embassy in the region and the UN.

No tsunami following Alaska earthquake

Biden steps up coronavirus fight

President Biden has stepped up efforts to speed the vaccination drive, accusing the White House of being slow in meeting its targets and declaring that the federal government would not allow any state to fall behind.

To increase vaccination rates, the Biden administration has vowed to provide additional resources to states and local governments, though not in the form of an emergency declaration or a mandate.
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Russia fines Google for failing to remove banned content and seeking to compel Russian tech firms to open offices

Moscow’s Antitrust Agency has fined Google 419 million roubles ($6.3 million) for failing to remove content designated as banned from the internet, according to a Moscow news agency.

The fine was imposed after a Moscow court ruled at the end of last year that Google was in breach of its obligations following an announcement by the Russian communications regulator, Roskomnadzor, that the company was being investigated for failing to remove banned content from the internet.

The news agency, Moskva, said that the Russian antitrust authority had fined Google for failing to remove content that was banned by the Russian government, including content that was deemed to be illegal or inappropriate.

Google has denied the charges, saying that it is committed to complying with all Russian laws and regulations.

The company has also appealed the decision, saying that it will continue to fight for the right to operate in Russia.

Google is not the first company to face a fine in Russia. In 2019, Google was fined 439 million roubles ($7 million) for failing to comply with a Russian court order to remove links to content that was deemed to be illegal or inappropriate.

The Russian government has been increasingly crackdown on tech companies, including Google, for failing to comply with its laws and regulations. The country has been criticized for limiting the ability of users to access information and for censoring content that is deemed to be inappropriate or illegal.

The Russian government has also been accused of using its power to silence criticism and opposition, and of using its laws to control the internet and the media.

The fines imposed on Google are part of a broader crackdown on tech companies by the Russian government, which has been accused of limiting the ability of users to access information and for censoring content that is deemed to be inappropriate or illegal.

The Russian government has also been accused of using its power to silence criticism and opposition, and of using its laws to control the internet and the media.
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The Russian government has also been accuse...
Multilateralism has been on the defense in recent years. In a global setting that is more multipolar than multilateralized, competition between states seems to be replacing cooperation. However, the renewed global agreement to reform international corporate taxation is a testament that multilateralism is not dead.

But it is not useless, either. While globalisation has continued during the Covid-19 pandemic – albeit more unevenly than before and despite people’s feelings of increased isolation – interdependence is ever more evident. Cross-border flows of people, goods, and wealth became impossible to halt during the pandemic; tackling climate change; can be handled only through global co-operation. The US will have to lead on reviving rules-based multilateralism, in order to show our citizens the concrete benefits of a supposedly less helminthic concept.

After all, the alternative to such multilateral-engagement – “going it alone” – means reduced access to vaccines, heartbreaking climate action, security-centric scrutiny, inadequately regulated globalisation, and increasing global inequality. Nor is it even the biggest, nor the richest, who can afford to do it on their own. For all these reasons, Italy has rightly put multilateralism atop the agenda for the current G20 presidency.

But it is not enough for the EU merely to emphasise its multilateral credentials. Europe must demonstrate that multilateral action can deliver for all, for every country towards inc. And the now global tax agreement does just that.

The deal, endorsed earlier in July by G20 finance ministers and backed by 132 countries, will establish a global minimum tax rate of at least 15% for multinational corporations and ensure that they pay their taxes in the countries where they generate their profits. This is a historic step toward globalisation and a landmark achievement of the multilateralism.

In recent years, governments have taken important steps to tackle tax avoidance by multinationals, using an even bigger problem has solved more difficult. The OECD estimates that multinationals’ tax avoidance results in global revenue losses of $40-70bn a year, or 4-10% of total corporate-tax revenues. Moreover, the current international corporate-tax system was designed more than a century ago and is increasingly out of sync with today’s globalised and digital economy.

The EU has long strived to mount a global response to this challenge. But it was the constructive engagement of US President Joe Biden’s administration over the past six months that enabled the recent breakthrough. This was a striking and welcome sign of America’s return to supporting a multilateral vision of the world.

For example, people with European ancestry make up just 16% of the total global population; in Europe itself, 9% of people are of African descent. But 5% of genomes analyzed data are from African people.
Call yourself to account

The believer in times of crises

Call yourself to account

Cutting ourselves to account from being captive to its dictates is a very important task. It is not important that we recall the sinfulness and mistakes, but it is important that we say to ourselves, for example, “I call myself to account that either I maintain myself upon myself; I overheard him from behind; I wish? The response was: ‘I wish to teach her the Qur’an, and even try to fulfill the needs of their parents, we would rush to perform acts of worship. ‘” [At-Tirmithi] You could perform acts of virtue and charitable works.

Being hard-hearted: A common fault

How many times do we hear the mention of the Hellfire without thinking much about it? It was put there for a reason, and it can be considered as a call to action. We are told that the Hellfire is a place where people will be set on fire, but we do not think about how this sentence is related to our actions.

Not glorifying the Words of Allah

Seek help through patience and endurance. In other words, the contradiction with a time of crisis, it is likely that the opposite is true. The opposite is true, and it is not possible to express our gratitude without bestowing upon us the reward that we deserve. This is what is meant by the statement, “No disaster strikes except by permission of Allah. And whoever accepts it with equanimity and knows that it is from his Lord and thereby gains Allah’s reward, that person is best for him.” [Muslim] The Prophet, sallallahu 'anhu, said: “A sign of your heedlessness is to be fastidious while Allah Says (what means): “O you who believe! Pray and make your ablution and spend of that which We have provided for you, before there comes upon you the Day in which there shall be neither parent to help nor brother; when you shall desire water for yourselves to drink; nor will you find anyone to help you.” [Qur’an 64: 11]" [Qur’an 64: 11]

Rush to perform acts of worship

The Spirit of the Prophet

The spirit of the Prophet is the spirit of patience and endurance. The Prophet, sallallahu 'anhu, said: “The spirit of the Prophet is the spirit of patience and endurance. The spirit of the Prophet is the spirit of patience and endurance.” [Tirmidhi] The Prophet, sallallahu 'anhu, said: “The spirit of the Prophet is the spirit of patience and endurance.” [Tirmidhi] The Prophet, sallallahu 'anhu, said: “The spirit of the Prophet is the spirit of patience and endurance.” [Tirmidhi]

The spirit of the Prophet is the spirit of patience and endurance.
**Temporary traffic closure coming up on Corniche Street**

The Corniche Street Development Project, being carried out by the Public Works Authority (Ashghal), is progressing in full swing. Ashghal has announced a temporary traffic closure in both directions of Corniche Street between Adam Street and Corniche Street Interchange from August 10. The closure in co-ordination with the General Directorate of Traffic aims to facilitate completion of some construction works of the project.

The closure includes closures of Corniche Street and parts of some surrounding streets such as Al Hadhaa Park, Adam Street and Al Rumaila Street. The closure will commence on Saturday, August 10, from 12am on August 6 until 5am on August 11. The closure will be suspended on Friday, August 6 and Saturday, August 7, from 4pm until dawn on Sunday, August 8. The closure will also include temporary traffic closure on Corniche Street and parts of some surrounding streets such as Al Hadhaa Park, Adam Street and Al Rumaila Street. The closure will commence on Saturday, August 10, from 12am on August 6 until 5am on August 11.

**About photography and filming**

Speaking at the webinar, Lt. Fahad Jassim al-Mansouri, officer, Technical Office of Criminal Investigation Department (CID) of the Ministry of Interior, highlighted the importance of maintaining a "sense of security" to safeguard valuable properties and workplaces from theft and thefts.

Titled "Various Crimes and Ways of Prevention from Them", the webinar yesterday was held in collaboration with the Criminal Investigation Department (CID) of General Directorate of Criminal Investigation (GDCI) and attended by representatives from various public and private companies, schools, and expatriate communities, among others.

Speaking at the webinar, Lt. Fahad Jassim al-Mansouri, officer, Technical Office of Criminal Investigation Department (CID) of the Ministry of Interior, highlighted the importance of maintaining a "sense of security" to safeguard valuable properties and workplaces from theft and thefts.

Titled "Various Crimes and Ways of Prevention from Them", the webinar yesterday was held in collaboration with the Criminal Investigation Department (CID) of General Directorate of Criminal Investigation (GDCI) and attended by representatives from various public and private companies, schools, and expatriate communities, among others.

The webinar, organized by the Ministry of Interior’s Public Relations Office, highlighted the importance of maintaining a "sense of security" to safeguard valuable properties and workplaces from theft and thefts. The webinar also shared some precautionary measures while transporting funds from banks or automated teller machines, ensuring that there is no cash transaction or money value remains to be a safer option.

In case it is necessary to withdraw cash, al-Mansouri recommended not to leave the withdrawn money or any valuables such as jewelry in the car. "For the safety of the owner, withdraw from the bank, after this withdrawal, we urge to send directly to the company headquarters or the specified location to utilize the money, without stepping on the way to think any other harm," he added.

Besides ensuring the doors and windows of cars are closed/locked, he urged drivers to switch off all valuable items when parking a short period. Such practice of keeping the car switched on but unattended is extremely dangerous and "robbery free coffee".

Moreover, installing alarms and CCTV at homes, company headquarters, and residential complexes also help keep these premises secure, according to al-Mansouri. As well, he advised residents to "be vigilant to the negligence and unprofessional behavior of workers."

He also stressed the importance of adhering to the residents and employees’ instructions, saying "as the head of the family or owner of the company is urged to ensure that the person whom you employ is a legal resident in Qatar and not a runaway worker or those who are residing in the country against the employment conditions."

Al-Mansouri recommended residents to carry their QIDs at all times, particularly when going to public places, but should avoid handing it to anyone for completing any transactions "outside the family." Residents can notify the authorities concerned, "as Al-Mansouri said, emphasizing that any misuse of their QIDs via the Ooredoo and Vodafone apps.

Those who found lost items like mobile phones, money, and jewelry, al-Mansouri said they should hand it over to its owner or to the nearest police station within seven days. The residents and employees are also reminded to keep the notice prohibiting photography.

Commercial filming of public places requires permission from the authorities concerned, al-Mansouri said.

About the proper procedures, if ever a person was robbed or witnessed something suspicious, he said such an incident should be reported immediately to the police or 999. The person should also hand it over to its owner or to the nearest police station within seven days. The residents and employees are also reminded to keep the notice prohibiting photography.
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